Historical Discoveries of Human Energy Biofield
50,000 years ago (48,000 BCE) the Egyptian scribe
Tehuty defined the nature of the chakra system
1500 BCE the Veda scriptures of India mention chakras
(wheels of energy in the body)
600 BCE the Upanishads describe chakras as psychic
centers of consciousness
Hippocrates (460 BCE), the father of Western Medicine,
wrote: "It has often appeared, while I have been
soothing my patients, as if there were some strange
property in my hands to pull and draw away from the
afflicted parts aches and diverse impurities."
Paracelsus (1493-1541), Swiss physician and founder
of toxicology, found a magnetic, healing, solar force
which radiated around the human body and could be
transmitted through distance. He called it "Munia."
1791 Luigi Galvani, an anatomy professor, wrote of a
life-force comparable to electricity and magnetism,
permeating everything, radiating from the sun. The
breath assisted its flow through the human body.
It streamed from the fingertips.
Dr. Karl Ludwig von Reichenbach (1788-1869), a
chemist, metallurgist, industrialist and philosopher,
found a new universal energy, which he named "od."
Od infused everything. It glowed from the human body
and was essential for health. It concentrated in sulfur,
iron, magnets, and crystals. It was conducted well by
water, metal, and silk. Researchers in France, Britain,
and India confirmed his experiments on od.
1932 Carl Jung gave a seminar on Kundalini Yoga. He
presented the Chakras through the lens of psychology.
1937 Yale biologist and anatomy professor Harold Burr
defined the bio-magnetic field of living organisms. He
called it the field of life, or "L-fields," which he measured
and mapped with standard voltmeters. He provided
evidence that a change in the energy field happens
before the onset of illness (cancer in mice).
1940 Under his microscope Wilhelm Reich observed
cells streaming the same energy he had seen in his
patients. Blood cells of cancer patients were depleted
and constricted -- from long-term stress, he felt.
1974 German physicist Fritz-Albert Popp found
"biophoton emissions," tiny currents of light, constantly
sent out from all living organisms. The strength of
these light currents correlated with health. Organisms
also used biophotons as a form of communication.
1975 Researcher Dr. William Bengston used his
hands-on healing method to cure cancer in mice (and in
many humans too). His mice experiments were
replicated by others with the same positive results.
14 studies in 6 university labs in the past 30 years.
1980s-90s Physicist Dr. Elmer Green, a pioneer in
biofeedback, demonstrated that experienced healers
could produce large voltage changes in a copper wall,
several feet away.
 2007 Hira Ratan Manek brought sun gazing from the
ancient to the modern world. NASA funded a study that
found his aged brain regenerating, his pineal gland
expanding, and his excellent health despite no food.
Dawson Church and G.Yount -- EFT meridian tapping
strengthened immune response, reduced inflammation.
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15,000 years ago (13,000 BCE) Native American lore
depicted the chakra system
For eons universal healing energy has been known in
China ("Chi"), Japan ("Ki"), India ("Prana"), Egypt
("Ka"), Navajo ("Nilch'i"), Polynesia ("Mana"), and more.
Chakras have been known in Hopi, Navajo, Egypt, etc.
100 BCE the first text on Acupuncture was published in
China, where the method has been used successfully
for well over 2000 years.
Dr. Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815) was inspired by
Paracelsus, and used his hands to heal. He cured a
scientist of paralysis and restored sight for a blind
professor.
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1903 French physicist Rene Blondlot discovered a
universal biological force which he named "N-rays."
Other French scientists confirmed his studies and noted
many similarities between N-rays and od.
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1936 Cornell University bacteriologist Otto Rahn found
biochemical radiation from living cells played a role in
cell division, growth, and wound healing.
 Burr's associate, Dr. L.J. Ravitz, demonstrated that
emotion was electrical energy-in-motion. He found a
correlation between low energy and asthma, arthritis,
ulcers, and cancer.
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 Reich invented orgone accumulators: healing
cubicles which held bio-energy ("orgone"). These cured
end-stage cancer patients. FDA banned them and
imprisoned him.
 Russian physicist Konstantin Korotkov developed
equipment for measuring Popp's bioenergy fields.
Russian doctors have been using this to diagnose
illnesses. Korotkov analyzed healers, found their
energy emissions varied during sessions.
1974-1980 At UCLA, Dr. Valerie Hunt and healer
Rosalyn Bruyere scientifically quantified the existence
of the aura and chakras; measured their frequencies.
1985 Dr. Robert O. Becker found electromagnetic
energy was vital to regeneration of tissues.
2004 Dr. Gary Schwartz: changes in frequency and
magnetic fields correlated with the practice of energy
healing. Healers' hands measured 2.1 GHz energy.
He quantified the benefit of Reiki on mice in 2008.
2015 with ultra fine instruments, South Korean
Scientists discovered the "Primo Vascular System," a
network of tiny optical channels for biophotons. These
channels correspond to the meridians.
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